
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our brunch features: 

 Welcome cocktail  in Shalyapin bar 
 

 Dainty dishes from Andrey Shmakov and desserts from 

our pastry chef  Atilla Szabo 

 Musical programme from Aleksey Lysenko, 
participant of “Main scene” show  

 Special animation programme and master classes for 

children of different ages 

 A hotel mini tour  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Get more information about our other services: 
 

 

 



 

Legends of Metropol Hotel 
 

The package “Legends of Metropol Hotel” includes the guided tour of the hotel 

by the historian Ekaterina Egorova, breakfast in a famous grand hall with a 
painted dome and the chance to purchase a gift edition of the book by Nikolay 

Malinin “Metropol: the Moscow legend” with 50% discount! 

 
 

                                                            Breakfasts in Metropol 
 

What could be better than to start a day, sitting at a table covered with a starched 

tablecloth, with a varied and delicious breakfast served on it? Breakfast is served 
daily from 07:00 to 11:00 in the Metropol hall; its menu includes caviar and 

salmon pancakes, exotic fruits, porridges of several kinds, natural dairy products, 

various egg dishes and bakery. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

                                           Tea ceremony at Chaliapin bar 

 
Chaliapin bar is well known for its tea ceremonies inspired by traditions formed in 

Russia at the turn of the 18th and 19th centuries. As if by magic, a varied number 

of delicacies appear before the guests: pancakes with red caviar, signature pies, 

rasstegais (open-top fish pies), mini sandwiches with salmon and roast beef, small 
poppy rolls, petit fours, and many more. Tea is served in a silver set. The 

ceremony is designed for 2 to 4 persons and is served daily from 10:00 am to 

12:00 midnight. 
 

 
      Metropol Historical Discovery 

 
There is hardly any other establishment that can boast of so many events 

unfolding within its walls: under the glass vaults of its restaurant Feodor Chaliapin 

sang his famous “Dubinushka” song, and Stalin shook hands with Mao! You can 

touch the mysteries of this famous hotel on a tour guided by Metropol’s historian 
Ekaterina Egorova. 

 

 

Desserts 

 
Special treats at the Metropol Hotel 

Try the author's treats from the collection of the confectionery "Metropol". For the 

preparation of desserts, our confectionery uses only natural farm products. 
Multilayered, intricate and surprisingly light cakes of the confectionery 

"Metropol" are prepared by our masters in just 24 hours. Having tried one of our 

author's cakes, you will become a fan of the creativity of our pastry-chef Attila 

Szabo forever. 

 

 

Please, feel free to contact us directly to discuss any details and know more information 

via e-mail metropol.rest@metmos.ru  
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